VIOLATING THE SPIRIT OF LAWS GOVERNING HUMAN CONDUCT

The Organic Act is the constitution of the Territory of Hawaii. It established a government and therefore the laws set forth therein should be strictly observed.

One of the important provisions of the Act is a prohibition of officeholding by government employees. Section 16 of chapter 11, which has reference to disqualification of legislators, reads: "...no member of the legislature shall, during the term for which he is elected, be appointed to or elected to any office of the Territory of Hawaii, nor shall he hold any such office in the service of the United States or the Territory of Hawaii..." The same chapter, which refers to disqualification of government officers and employees, is stated in section 24: "...no officer or employee of any department or office of the Government of the United States or of the Territory of Hawaii shall be eligible to any public office in the Territory of Hawaii, and no person shall be eligible to be a member of the same while holding such office..."

Although there are many other sections in the Organic Act relating to the impossibility of officeholding, the foregoing sections are plain and explicit. The primary purpose of the two sections is to prohibit any person from holding two public offices and to place the responsibility of this duty squarely upon the employee.

The principal reason is incompatibility of holding two public offices which have inconsistent functions and conflicting duties. One cannot discharge with fidelity and propriety the duties of both. At common law, offices are deemed incompatible when their functions were inconsistent. Our Supreme Court said: "The purpose of the law is for the public good and requiring the officer to discharge the incompatible duties would result in an unlawful officeholding..."

We have held that the offices of the supervisor and deputy assessor of taxes, of the officer and deputy registrar of deeds, and the registrar and deputy registrar of deeds are incompatible.

We think that there have been many violations of the Act. The Act is the law of the Territory and everyone of our legislators are still within the inhibition of the Act. They attempt to escape the law by setting up a legal technicality of their office or authority or the government of the Territory of Hawaii. It is difficult to call this escape from the law, sympathy toward them and they cannot exploit them from the law as they turn a deaf ear to this evil. The civil service regulation should provide for such rule.

Laws are made to control the human conduct. It is utterly impossible for a person to be free from the spirit of the laws, and the laws must be observed, otherwise it would be a moral defect for our constitution.

Let us have a golden rule. Let the policeman carry out instead of abrogating it and resign their public offices. And let us gain respect for the laws.

Refrain from officeholding. ADOPT AMERICAN LAW!
B R I T A I N PROVIDES PLASTIC SURGERY FOR BLITZ VICTIMS, CHIEFLY WOMEN

LONDON (UP)-Britain’s greatest plastic surgeons at work in the aftermath of Blitz. The problem of facial damage resulting from high explosive bombs is one of the chief tasks now confronting the nation’s medical men known as “Plastic” surgeons. The surgeons are busily engaged in reconstructing the faces of women and children whose faces have been scarred by bombs or blasted by incendiary weapons. These operations are being performed at hospitals all over London, and many of the cases are being brought to the surgeon from all parts of the country.

The operations are performed under the most modern conditions, and the results are remarkable. The surgeons are able to re-construct the faces of women and children whose faces have been scarred by bombs or blasted by incendiary weapons. These operations are being performed at hospitals all over London, and many of the cases are being brought to the surgeon from all parts of the country.
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**RUSH DALMA BEATS LINDSAY**

THE HAWAII MAINICHI

by numerous Chinese and Japanese:

The veteran Filipino fighter, after an unsuccessful attempt to capture the lightweight crown from Floyd, is in his second lightweight title defense against Ken Overlin, the game Filipino lost.

Fast growing old, Garcia is taking his last swings at the title with an eye to the 16th National Doubles tennis tournament over the N B A champion was so convincing that caused the referee to wave the match off.

The sportsmanship displayed by both teams in their recent non-title bout with Sammy Angott, National League, was stepped up one in the opener, while W anderers (10): J. Ko, W. Wong (10); T. Okamoto 2, R. Kaupu 6, L. Campbell 2, A. Hirasawa 2, N. Sakamoto, G. Kuniyoshi 2, T. Okamoto 2, T. Yamasaki, T. Ito 4.

Buccs (16): J. Fujikawa, H. Okamoto, Fujiko Katsutani and Toyo-Beau Katsuragi, who came up with the second place, with four wins against three defeats; give Pick & Pullers the top honors.

Tigers Rally to Win Ball Game in Ninth Inning

Braves Stop Reds' Rally in Ninth Inning

In other bons, Dale Marson led Eff Pastores in the second round. After Von Bernuth and Arthur Musick signed and by Tadashi Yamada, they should be able to break into the big pond should he have another chance.

The results of the matinee idol of the Philippines, Ceferino Garcia, still show a chance to lower all marks that are given to the women's AAU championships last week will also take part in the women's AAU championships, are predicted to be out for the remainder of the season.

Seals coaches are given an even chance to lead the course.

The (second round titular game) will be played tomorrow. In the semi-final matches date for today, defending World Cup and World Cup title is by Bobby Higg's and Gary Davis. Pick & Pullers was given a chance to lower all marks in the second round and should be able to do it.

Yanks Handled Down 3rd Straight Defeat
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英米軍で適切な手段

日本が若しくこれ以上動けば

米国は南洋といえば特の攻撃受け

大統領議会議事に私信

抑留中の獨逝人

滿洲國に引渡す

不満と非難の言葉

英米支の平和資金も無効

革命煽動者は死刑

爆破の危機を救ふ

機関船足・座盤に線戦方後意の顧問

三重県上野町

發砲警官出動

発砲警官出動

本多駐在大使

巴里停車場で暴動

英米出許可

発砲警官出動

巴斯警官出動
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ワラタkovesto

レニングラードへ猛進

外多數か図獲

ソ連主力艦（続）

太平洋のソ連島嶼

米へ戦略上譲渡か

マニラ灣封鎖

英米ソ提携協議

イラン湾封鎖

時代の脚光を浴び登場

英ソの威嚇進撃に直面

メヒチ首相

遂に辞意表明

イラン十萬待機

ハル長官辞職

氷川流所